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IBM Smarter Storage,  
an integral part of  
IBM Smarter Computing  
A strategic approach to storage that enables businesses 
to focus on information value

Highlights
●● ● ●Get more from your storage technologies 

than ever before, leveraging large volumes 
of data to build a compelling business 
advantage

●● ● ●Gain storage capabilities that help over-
come the challenges of cost and complex-
ity inherent with the rapidly growing 
volumes of data

●● ● ●Adopt storage systems that are designed 
to let you take advantage of “the next big 
thing” in storage—from cloud, to analytics 
and beyond

The traditional approach to storage is no longer sustainable. Simply add-
ing disks to contain huge and rapidly growing volumes of data has conse-
quences that no organization should carry. And soon it will reach a level 
that no organization can carry. The traditional approach runs up hardware 
costs and gobbles up data center square footage. It racks up power and 
cooling bills as it wastes energy resources. It burdens IT staff with its 
complexity. Meanwhile, storage budgets remain f lat, making hardware, 
real estate, utilities and staff harder than ever to come by.

A better approach controls storage growth with virtualization that shares 
disk resources. It controls costs with automated data placement that 
locates less important data on less expensive media—saving more expen-
sive disks to provide fast access for business-critical data. It shrinks real 
estate and power use with compression and deduplication that slow the 
growth in the numbers of required storage devices. It increases the pro-
ductivity of staff with management tools and interfaces that make storage 
easier to handle.

IBM Smarter Storage is a strategic approach built on years of storage 
industry leadership, innovative and forward-looking technology design,  
a comprehensive portfolio of advanced storage technologies and a clear 
vision of what enterprise storage should be. With IBM Smarter Storage, 
you can get more from your storage technologies than ever before. And 
you can leverage even the largest volumes of data to build a compelling 
business advantage.
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The time is now for a new approach to 
storage
On today’s smarter planet, where organizations and their IT 
infrastructures are more instrumented, interconnected and 
intelligent than ever before, data growth and the intrinsic value 
of data are gaining visibility. Data from entirely new places, 
such as video and social media, and data from traditional busi-
ness sources is accumulating at a new, faster rate. Already, the 
digital universe contains more than 1.8 zettabytes (1.8 trillion 
gigabytes), and the volume has been increasing more than  
40 percent year to year, rocketing toward 8 ZB by 2015.1 

Data is valuable to business, and user expectations and demands 
increase all the time. Yet this explosion of data threatens to  
consume IT resources including people, budgets, power, cool-
ing and data center f loor space. The inf lexibility of IT architec-
tures, with provisioning that can take days or weeks, and the 
inadequacy of management processes that were designed to 
cope with much smaller volumes of data, make meeting growth 
challenges difficult. The escalating complexity of storage  
environments, with islands of information and a wide range of 
storage systems, each with unique, system-specific require-
ments, can become a roadblock to unlocking the value of data.

Clearly, a new approach is necessary—an approach where  
storage efficiency and ease of use are integral, where storage 
devices can analyze work and tune themselves for peak perfor-
mance, and where storage administrators can manage ever-
increasing capacity. Such an approach can make data more 
useful than ever before, using analytics tools to unlock new 
intelligence that lies hidden and to fundamentally transform 
business with the insights and capabilities that data-driven 
knowledge makes possible.

A three-part vision points the way to real 
success
IBM Smarter Storage delivers the vision, the tools and the 
know-how to harness the value of stored data. As businesses 
embrace new technologies such as social media, analytics and 

cloud-based computing, they must extract insights out of stored 
information to better serve customers and distance themselves 
from competitors. From thousands of client engagements and 
its own internal experience, IBM has made real its vision to help 
organizations optimize storage, improve service levels and pre-
pare for the challenges ahead.

IBM Smarter Storage for Smarter Computing

Manage cost and
capacity growth

Efficient
by design

Self-
optimizing

Cloud
agile

Improve
performance

and productivity

Increase
information
access and
improve ROI

IBM Smarter Storage has three central components that are key to harness-
ing today’s huge amounts of data for business insight and success.

The strategic IBM approach to the design and deployment of 
storage starts with innovative research on intelligent algorithms, 
automation, virtualization and information sharing. It builds on 
best practices to control costs and reduce the rate of storage 
growth: reclaiming unused storage space; tiering storage; 
backup/restore and disaster recovery; storage governance; and 
archiving, retention and compliance. Importantly, it identifies 
three attributes—efficient by design, self-optimizing and cloud 
agile—that storage solutions must have to overcome current 
and future storage challenges.
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Efficient by design
For many organizations, the explosion of data has meant a  
constant, long-term pursuit of increased storage efficiency.  
But widespread use of efficient technology has been hampered 
by the complexity of deployment, inconsistencies across prod-
ucts, potential tradeoffs in performance and other drawbacks. 
Truly efficient storage should have advanced features pre-
installed and ready to deploy to help shrink capacity needs and 
improve productivity. IBM Smarter Storage includes technolo-
gies built into storage products to deliver effortless efficiency. 
With IBM Smarter Storage, efficiency of management is also 
addressed through administrative interfaces that are intuitive 
and easy to use. Examples include:

●● ● Real-time Compression, built into IBM Storwize® V7000, 
IBM System Storage® SAN Volume Controller and the  
IBM Real-Time Compression Appliance™, can reduce  
storage space requirements up to 80 percent. Patented  
IBM Real-time Compression works in real time on primary 
active data, and integrates with other features to further 
increase efficiency.

●● ● Deduplication technology, designed to meet disk-based data 
protection requirements, can significantly reduce capacity 
needs and enable infrastructure cost reductions with fast,  
reliable, efficient and easy-to-deploy backup and recovery 
solutions. With IBM ProtecTIER® deduplication, files can 
be stored in 1/25th the space normally required.

●● ● Tape solutions continue to be the most cost-effective,  
f lexible and scalable medium for high-capacity storage 
backup, costing up to 10 times less than disk. Tape can also 
help you address “write once, read many” compliance 
requirements. IBM has more than 50 years of tape industry 
knowledge and a commitment to continued innovation.

●● ● An advanced administration interface is integrated across 
IBM storage systems, including Storwize V7000, SAN 
Volume Controller and IBM Tivoli® Storage Productivity 
Center, all of which can manage legacy storage systems.  
It is also the interface for the IBM XIV® Storage System, 
IBM Scale-Out Network-Attached Storage (SONAS) and 
IBM System Storage DS8000®. With this intuitive interface, 
you can administer a storage system in almost half the time 
and with 30 percent less complexity, compared to EMC 
UniSphere.3 This kind of management efficiency can help 
administrators keep up with the demands of storage growth.

Self-optimizing
Performance tuning and cost management can take consider-
able time and effort. Administrators can be caught in a  
continuous cycle of predicting demand, provisioning storage 
and migrating data to balance performance and cost. But  
storage designed to be self-optimizing can analyze data access 
patterns and automatically adapt to balance performance  
and cost. Self-optimizing storage can operate at the speed of 
business—faster and more accurately than manual performance 
tuning—with automation that frees IT professionals for  
other tasks.

IBM System Storage DS8000
with IBM Easy Tier

Solid state drives

Fibre Channel drives

High capacity SATA drives

IBM Easy Tier® technology, shown here with the System Storage DS8000, 
automatically sends data to the most appropriate type of disk based on its 
frequency of use and importance, helping save money in disk purchases and 
enabling a more efficient use of storage resources. 
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Keeping data storage processes in line with business and IT 
policies can also be a challenge. But self-optimizing technolo-
gies incorporated into IBM Smarter Storage can make compli-
ance easier. Both “policy aware” technologies (implementing 
business rules for quality of service and data protection) and 
“application aware” technologies (aligning storage systems with 
the unique requirements of core applications) make it easier for 
administrators to set policies and let the storage do the work. 
Examples include:

●● ● Automated data distribution employed by IBM XIV 
Storage System takes advantage of internal virtualization to 
automatically self-tune and place data across system resources 
for balanced, consistent performance, supporting quality of 
service management, self healing and f lash optimization.

●● ● Automated tiering through IBM Easy Tier technology uses 
built-in intelligence to automatically move data to the right 
storage for cost savings and improved performance. Easy  
Tier is a key self-optimizing technology on the IBM System 
Storage DS8000, Storwize V7000 Unified and SAN Volume 
Controller. Planned Easy Tier enhancements2 will extend 
outside the storage boundary to support placement of hot 
data in solid-state drive (SSD) server cache and other work-
load optimizations enabled through communication with the 
application server.

●● ● Policy-based automated backup and recovery supported 
by IBM Tivoli Storage Manager can help align disaster 
recovery priorities with recovery center capabilities.

Cloud agile
Why is there so much interest in cloud technologies? Because 
cloud can provide the opportunity to reinvent information tech-
nology and transform service delivery. Business is demanding 
technologies that enable easier service delivery with better  

quality that can be accessed when and where clients want it. 
Storage virtualization is critical for improving agility because it 
enables online data migration and easier storage provisioning. 
Storage virtualization improves cloud economics by enabling 
higher utilization, automating storage administration tasks and 
improving f lexibility for managing unpredictable workloads.

IBM Smarter Storage is designed with virtualization capabilities 
built in—not as stand-alone capabilities or afterthoughts—to 
simplify administration, boost utilization and improve f lexibil-
ity. A key benefit to IBM storage virtualization is its ability to 
eliminate storage bottlenecks that can occur as virtual server 
deployments scale. Examples include:

●● ● Naturally agile advanced functions are built into storage 
that was originally designed with virtualization in its core 
such as IBM XIV Storage Systems and Storwize V7000 
Unified. With systems that have virtualization built in,  
thin provisioning is faster, snapshots are smaller and remote 
mirroring is simpler.

●● ● Data f luidity across storage tiers and even between facilities2 
based on policy will be supported by IBM Active Cloud 
Engine™, enabling easy creation and automated movement 
of files.

●● ● Virtualized management of IBM and non-IBM systems 
as a single pool is made possible with SAN Volume 
Controller and Storwize V7000. Legacy storage systems 
inherit advanced efficiency capabilities such as auto-tiering, 
Real-time Compression and remote mirroring—even if  
the systems were not originally designed to have them—
extending the systems’ useful lives and enabling higher  
storage utilization.
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IBM enables analytics, cloud and  
“the next big thing”
The explosion of information, increased IT complexity and 
inf lexibility of old IT infrastructures can prevent organizations 
from gaining business insights from data. Storage systems need 
to take a different approach if they are to gain advantages from 
“the next big thing.” They need a strategic approach that can 
help them make sense of disparate data, build better customer 
relationships, expand to new markets, create new competitive 
advantages—and successfully go where business and technology 
advances demand.

With real-time analytics workloads increasing significantly each 
year, organizations must make better use of their massive data. 
IBM leverages its industry-leading understanding of storage 
environments to align analytics capabilities and data needs with 
resources through storage that is policy-driven and automated. 
To handle today’s data volumes, IBM delivers high perfor-
mance, high availability, and virtualization through storage  
that is efficient by design, self-optimizing and cloud agile.

In cloud environments, where connectivity is universal  
and availability and accessibility are essential, the strategic  
IBM approach simplifies cloud storage for users and administra-
tors with automated provisioning and tiering. IBM solutions  
are also optimized for cloud applications through built-in  
virtualization capabilities.

Why IBM?
IBM Smarter Storage enables better implementation of  
storage-related initiatives to unlock insights and drive revenue. 
Designed as an integral part of the IBM portfolio of products, 
services and capabilities, these storage solutions deliver  
management capabilities to help organizations overcome the 
challenges of cost and complexity that come with today’s—and 
tomorrow’s—rapidly growing volumes of business data.

For more information
To learn more about IBM Smarter Storage, please contact your 
IBM sales representative or IBM Business Partner, or visit:  
ibm.com/systems/storage

Additionally, IBM Global Financing can help you acquire the 
IT solutions that your business needs in the most cost-effective 
and strategic way possible. We’ll partner with credit-qualified 
clients to customize an IT financing solution to suit your busi-
ness goals, enable effective cash management, and improve your 
total cost of ownership. IBM Global Financing is your smartest 
choice to fund critical IT investments and propel your business 
forward. For more information, visit: ibm.com/financing

http://www.ibm.com/systems/storage
http://www.ibm.com/financing
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